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Abstract: We study a problem of lot-sizing and sequencing several discrete products on a
single machine. A sequence dependent setup time is required between the lots of dierent
products. The machine is imperfect in the sense that it can produce defective items, and
furthermore, it can break down. The number of the defective items of each product is given
as an integer valued non-decreasing function of the manufactured quantity of this product,
and the total machine breakdown time is given as a real valued non-decreasing function of
the manufactured quantities of all the products. Two problem settings are considered. In the
rst setting, the objective is to minimize the completion time of the last item, provided that
all the product demands for the good quality items are satised. In the second setting, the
objective is to minimize the total cost of the demand dissatisfaction, provided that a given
upper bound on the completion time of the last item has been satised. We derive properties
of the optimal solutions, NP-hardness proofs for the general cases, and polynomial exact and
approximation algorithms for the case, in which the number of the defective items is given
by rounding down a linear function of the manufactured quantity. This case is known as the
\fraction defective" case in the quality control literature.
Key Words: Lot-sizing, Sequencing, Imperfect production.
11 Introduction
A single facility (machine) is used for manufacturing items of n discrete products in lots.
A lot is the maximal set of items of the same product, which are manufactured with no
inserted item of another product. Each lot is preceded by a sequence dependent setup time.
The size of a lot is the number of its items. The machine is imperfect in the sense that it
can produce defective items, and furthermore, it can break down. Defective items cannot
be repaired, and therefore, they are disposed of. No item can be manufactured during the
setup time or the machine breakdown time. Setting up is impossible during the breakdown
time. The following parameters are given for each product i:
bi - a demand for the good quality items (counted in the number of items), bi > 0;
ci - a per unit cost for the unsatised demand, ci > 0;
ti - a processing requirement for every single item, ti > 0;
si;j (sj;i) - a setup time required to switch from processing of a lot of the product i (j) to
a lot of the product j (i), si;j  0, sj;i  0;
s0;i - a setup time required to start processing of a lot of the product i if it is processed
rst on the machine, s0;i  0;
fi(x) - a non-decreasing integer valued function representing the number of the defective
items if the total number of the manufactured items of product i is equal to x, fi(0) = 0;
and fi(x) < x for x = 1;2;:::
We assume that the setup times satisfy the triangle inequality such that si;j+sj;k  si;k for i =
0;1;:::;n; j = 1;:::;n; k = 1;:::;n: The total machine breakdown time before the last item
has been produced is determined by a given non-negative real valued function T(x1;:::;xn)
non-decreasing in each argument, where xi is the total number of the manufactured items
(both defective items and good quality items) of the product i; i = 1:::;n: Functions fi(x);
i = 1:::;n; and T(x1;:::;xn) of an adequate type can be obtained by a statistical analysis
of the historical data about the machine functioning.
The decision variables are the product lots (their sizes) and their sequence. We consider
two problem settings. In the rst setting, which we denote as problem P-Time, the objective
is to minimize the completion time of the last item, Cmax, provided that all the product
2demands are satised. In the second setting, which we denote as problem P-Cost, the
objective is to minimize the total linear cost of the demand dissatisfaction,
Pn
j=1 ci maxf0;bi 
(xi   fi(xi))g, subject to Cmax  T0, where T0 is a given upper bound on the completion
time of the last item.
Problems P-Time and P-Cost lie in the intersection of the two research elds: scheduling
with batching and lot-sizing, and optimal lot-sizing for the imperfect production systems.
The majority of the problems in the former eld are deterministic and discrete, and the
problems in the latter eld are mainly stochastic and continuous (exceptions can be found,
for example, in Inderfurth et al. [16] and Inderfurth et al. [17]). Surveys of the results on
scheduling with batching and lot-sizing are given by Potts and Van Wassenhove [22], Potts
and Kovalyov [21] and Allahverdi et al. [1]. Lot-sizing models for the imperfect production
systems were studied by Rosenblatt and Lee [25], Groenevelt, Pintelon and Seidmann [14],
Flapper et al. [15], Chiu, Ting and Chiu [6], Buscher and Lindner [4], to name a few.
The most similar problem to problems P-Time and P-Cost was studied by Dolgui, Levin
and Louly [10]. The dierence is that the quantities of the defective items and the machine
breakdown times were assumed to be random variables with the given probabilities and
distribution functions, and the objective was to maximize the probability of the demand
satisfaction within a given production time period in [10]. Dolgui, Levin and Louly [10]
presented a three-level decomposition approach for solving their problem. We suggest a more
ecient combination of the optimization and approximation techniques to solve problems
P-Time, P-Cost and some of their special cases. We rst observe that both problems P-Time
and P-Cost possess the following properties.
Property 1 There exists an optimal solution to any of the problems P-Time and P-Cost,
in which items of the same product are manufactured in at most one lot.
An item shifting technique can be used to prove this property. The triangle inequality is
needed for the correct implementation of this technique.
Property 2 There exists an optimal solution to any of the problems P-Time and P-Cost,
whose sequence of (non-empty) lots minimizes the total setup time.
This property can be proved by noting that a reduction in the total setup time does not
increase the Cmax value, nor it increases the dissatisfaction of any demand.
3It is easy to see that there exists an optimal solution to any of the problems P-Time and
P-Cost, which satises both Property 1 and Property 2. Property 1 was implicitly used by
Dolgui, Levin and Louly [10] for their problem. Property 2 was explicitly discussed and used
by them for an optimal sequence, which includes a single lot of each product (formulation
of their problem suggests that at least one lot must be created for each product). From now
on, we shall consider only solutions satisfying Properties 1 and 2.
Problem P-Time is studied in Section 2. We show that optimal sequencing and lot-
sizing decisions can be made separately for this problem. Then we demonstrate that the
problem of optimal sequencing is computationally equivalent to the well known Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP). We further prove that the problem of optimal lot-sizing is NP-
hard if functions fi(x) are arbitrary, and it is solvable in O(n) time if they are rounded linear
functions (this situation corresponds to the \fraction defective" case in the quality control
literature) or slightly more general than the rounded linear functions. Problem P-Cost is
studied in Section 3. Again, optimal sequencing and lot-sizing decisions can be separated
for this problem. Furthermore, a set of products for which at least one item is manufactured
has to be determined. A dynamic programming algorithm is described, which determines
optimal sequences for all possible sets of products. We further prove that the lot-sizing
subproblem of problem P-Cost is NP-hard even in the \fraction defective" case, and present
a fully polynomial time approximation scheme for this case. All the required denitions and
references are given in the corresponding places. The paper concludes with a summary of
the results and suggestions for future research.
2 Problem P-Time
In problem P-Time, all the demands for the good quality items should be satised and the
completion time of the last item, Cmax, should be minimized. Let xi denote the size of the
only lot of the product i; i = 1;:::;n; and x := (x1;:::;xn): Let  = (i1;:::;in) denote the
sequence of all lots. Problem P-Time can be re-formulated by using the decision variables x
and  as follows.
Minimize C(;x) =
n X
j=1
sij 1;ij +
n X
i=1
tixi + T(x);
subject to xi   fi(xi)  bi; i = 1;:::;n; xi 2 Z+; i = 1;:::;n:
Here i0 := 0; and Z+ is the set of all positive integer numbers. We retain the notation
P-Time for the re-formulated problem. Let (;x) denote an optimal solution for problem
4P-Time.
Since the contribution of the variable  to the objective function C(;x) is S() :=
Pn
j=1 sij 1;ij, and this variable does not aect the feasibility of the combined solution (;x),
Properties 1 and 2 can be strengthened as follows.
Property 3 If all the setup times are strictly positive, then all items of the same product
are manufactured in exactly one lot for each optimal solution of problem P-Time.
Property 4 For each optimal solution of problem P-time, the total setup time is minimized.
Property 4 implies that any optimal algorithm for problem P-Time should necessarily
minimize S() =
Pn
j=1 sij 1;ij: The problem of minimizing the function S() on the set of
all permutations is known as the problem of nding a Hamiltonian path of minimum weight
in a complete directed graph, which we denote as HPMW. This problem is closely related to
the well studied Traveling Salesman (or Salesperson) Problem (TSP). In the TSP, there are
n cities (vertices in a complete graph) and value si;j represents the traveling time from city
i to city j (the traveling times from i to j and from j to i can be dierent, for example, in
mountains). The problem is to nd a shortest salesman's tour, which starts and nishes in
the same city and includes each city exactly once. It is known in the research community
that the HPMW and the TSP are computationally equivalent. Since we did not nd any
published proof of this statement, we give such a proof below.
Lemma 1 The HPMW and the TSP are computationally equivalent in the sense that any
instance of one problem can be reduced in O(n2) time to an instance of the other problem
such that its length increases by a constant factor and its arbitrary approximate solution with
a given relative error "  0; called an (1 + ")-approximate solution, can be converted into
an (1 + ")-approximate solution of the original instance in a constant time. Notice that the
above statement covers the case of the optimal solutions, in which " = 0:
Proof. We shall describe only the reductions, from which the statement of the lemma
immediately follows. Given an instance of the TSP, we construct the following instance of
the HPMW. Consider an arbitrary vertex, i, and make its copy, i0. For each weighted arc
(j;i) and (i;j), make its copy (j;i0) and (i0;j): Introduce two arcs (i;i0) and (i0;i) of the
same weight W := (1 + ")
P
si;j + 1, where the sum is taken over all arcs in the original
graph. It can be veried that any (1+ ")-approximate solution for the constructed instance
5of the HPMW produces an (1+")-approximate solution for the original instance of the TSP
by conglutination of the vertices i and i0:
Conversely, given an instance of the HPMW, we construct the following instance of the
TSP. Introduce an extra vertex, n + 1; and arcs (j;n + 1) and (n + 1;j) of zero weight
for all the vertices j in the original instance of the HPMW. It can be veried that any
(1 + ")-approximate solution for the constructed instance of the TSP produces an (1 + ")-
approximate solution for the original instance of the HPMW by removing the vertex n + 1.
Due to Property 4 and Lemma 1, any optimal algorithm for the TSP with triangle in-
equality gives an optimal sequence  for problem P-Time, and conversely, any optimal
algorithm for problem P-Time provides an optimal solution for the TSP with triangle in-
equality. Citation database ISI Web of Knowledge gives about 5000 references on the papers
dealing with TSP published since 1994. The history of TSP is discussed by Schrijver [26]. We
shall mention only a few major and best results for the TSP. A linear programming approach
was suggested by Dantzig, Fulkerson and Johnson [9]. A dynamic programming algorithm
with running time O(n22n) was developed by Held and Karp [19]. A library of the TSP
examples was created by Reinelt [24]. An ant colony local search method was presented by
Dorigo [11]. A survey of the polynomially solvable special cases was given by Burkard et al.
[3]. Computational studies of the large-scale instances were conducted by Applegate et al.
[2]. For the TSP with triangle inequality, a 3/2-approximation algorithm was suggested by
Christodes [7]. For a special case of the TSP with triangle inequality, called the Euclidean
(or Planar) TSP, in which the cities are points on a plane and the traveling distance is
considered instead of the traveling time, a subexponential exact algorithm with O(c
p
nlogn)
running time was designed by Smith [27], and a family of (1 + ")-approximation algorithms
with O(nlogn + 2Poly( 1
")n) running time, called a Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme
(PTAS), was presented by Rao and Smith [23]. Here c is a xed constant and Poly() is a
polynomial function. Our purpose is not to extend these numerous and deep results.
Assume that an optimal sequence of n lots,  := (i1;:::;in); is found by one of the
known techniques. Then the term
Pn
j=1 sij 1;ij can be removed from the objective function
and problem P-Time reduces to the following problem, which we denote as P-Time-Sizes.
Minimize
n X
i=1
tixi + T(x);
subject to xi   fi(xi)  bi; xi 2 Z+; i = 1;:::;n:
6Since the function T(x) is non-decreasing, the latter problem reduces to the following n
problems, denoted as Pi; i = 1;:::;n:
Problem Pi: Minimize xi; subject to xi   fi(xi)  bi and xi 2 Z+; i = 1;:::;n:
We shall now prove that deciding whether any of the problems Pi has a feasible solution is
an NP-hard problem, if the corresponding function fi(xi) is represented by an oracle. Given
function f(x); an oracle can be thought of as an algorithm or a formula, which computes
f(x) for any given x and it is independent of x: Then, we shall show that the problems Pi
can be solved eciently for some specic functions fi(xi):
Theorem 1 Let f(x) be a non-decreasing integer valued function, which is given by an
oracle, and such that f(x) < x for x = 1;2;::: The problem of deciding whether x f(x)  b
for x 2 Z+; which we refer to as problem P, is NP-hard.
Proof. We shall use a reduction from the NP-complete problem Partition, see Garey
and Johnson [12]. Problem Partition can be formulated as follows: Given positive integer
numbers a1;:::;am and A; where
Pm
j=1 aj = 2A; is there a 0-1 vector z = (z1;:::;zm) such
that
Pm
j=1 ajzj = A?
Given any instance of Partition, we construct the following instance of problem P. Set
b = 2m   1 and dene
f(x) =
8
> > > <
> > > :
0; if x 2 f0;1;:::;b 1g,
x b+1; if x 2 f2b+1;2b+2;:::g; or
x 2 fb;b+1;:::;2bg and
Pm
j=1 ajrj(x b)6=A;
x b; if x 2 fb;b+1;:::;2bg and
Pm
j=1 ajrj(x b)=A:
(1)
Here r(x b) =

r1(x b);:::;rm(x b)

is the binary representation of the number x b;
x b 2 f0;1;:::;bg; using m bits such that x b =
Pm
i=1 2i 1rk i+1(x b): It can be easily
veried that f(x) is a non-decreasing integer valued function such that f(x) < x for x  1:
Observe that the length of the number b = 2m 1 in binary encoding does not exceed m:
By formula (1), the value of f(x) can be calculated in O(logx) time for x 2 f0;1;:::;b 1g
and x 2 f2b + 1;2b + 2;:::g: If x 2 fb;b + 1;:::;2bg, the binary representation r(x b) can
be found in O(m) time. Using r(x b); the value of f(x) can be calculated in O(m) time.
Therefore, our reduction is polynomial in the length of Partition.
The denition of f(x) implies that there exists x 2 Z+ such that x   f(x)  b if
and only if x 2 fb;b + 1;:::;2bg and
Pm
j=1 ajrj(x b) = A; i.e., problem Partition has a
solution.
The proof of Theorem 1 is in line with the proof in Cheng and Kovalyov [5].
7Corollary 1 Problem Pi is NP-hard for any i = 1;:::;n:
Corollary 2 Problem P-Time-Sizes is NP-hard even if n = 1 and the only function f1(x)
is represented by an oracle.
The diculty in solving any problem Pi is due to the assumption that the function
fi(x) is arbitrary. For specic functions fi(x), an ecient solution algorithm for problem
P-Time-Sizes may exist. Below we consider such a case.
Let fi(x) = bix + ix
1
2c; where i and i are given non-negative rational numbers such
that fi(x) < x for x  1; i = 1;:::;n; and bc is the rounding down operator. The case
fi(x) = bixc; i = 1;:::;n; can be used for modeling the situation, in which the percentage
of the defective items of the same product is known. Flapper et al. [15] pointed out that in
dierent process industries there is uncertainty about the distribution of the defective items.
However, given adequate statistical data, it is possible to reliably estimate and ascertain that
the defective items on average constitute a stable and relatively xed percentage of the total
number of items produced. Inderfurth, Lindner and Rahaniotis [18], Teunter and Flapper
[29], Inderfurth et al. [16], Inderfurth et al. [17], Chiu, Ting and Chiu [6], and Buscher and
Lindner [4] made this assumption in their studies. The percentage of the defective items is
known as the fraction defective in the quality control literature, see Gitlow et al. [13].
Consider the case fi(x) = bix+ix
1
2c; i = 1;:::;n: The inequality bix+ix
1
2c < x for
integer x is equivalent to ix+ix
1
2 < x: The latter inequality is satised for all x 2 f1;2;:::g;
if it is satised for x = 1; i.e., the inequality 1   i > i must hold. Hence, we require
0  i < 1   i < 1; i = 1;:::;n: In the considered case, problem Pi is to minimize xi;
subject to bixi+ix
1
2
i c  xi bi and xi 2 Z+: The latter inequality constraint is equivalent
to ixi + ix
1
2
i < xi   bi + 1; which can be re-written as
gi(xi) := (1   i)xi   ix
1
2
i   bi + 1 > 0: (2)
Since function gi(xi) is convex with minimum at the point x
i =
2
i
4(1 i)2 < 1; any positive
integer solution to the inequality (2) should satisfy xi > x
+
i ; where x+ is the positive solution
to the equality gi(xi) = 0: We have
x
+
i =
2
i + i
q
4(bi   1)(1   i) + 2
i + 2(bi   1)(1   i)
2(1   i)2 :
From the above discussion, we deduce that the optimal lot sizes for problem P-Time-Sizes
8are determined by the vector x = (x
1;:::;x
n); where
x

i =
(
x
+
i + 1; if x
+
i is integer,
dx
+
i e; if x
+
i is not integer,
i = 1;:::;n:
Here de is the rounding up operator. In the \fraction defective" case where i = 0; i =
1;:::;n; we have
x

i =
( bi 1
1 i + 1; if
bi 1
1 i is integer,
d
bi 1
1 ie; if
bi 1
1 i is not integer,
i = 1;:::;n:
We conclude this section with the following statement.
Statement 1 Problem P-Time-Sizes can be solved in O(n) time if fi(x) = bix + ix
1
2c;
where i and i are given non-negative rational numbers such that 0  i < 1   i < 1;
i = 1;:::;n:
3 Problem P-Cost
In problem P-Cost, the demands for the good quality items are not required to be satised,
but the total linear demand dissatisfaction cost should be minimized, subject to Cmax  T0;
where T0 is a given upper bound on the completion time of the last item. In an optimal
solution of this problem, it may happen that no item of some product is manufactured.
Therefore, a selection decision has to be made which determines the set of products with at
least one manufactured item.
Optimal product permutations for all possible selection decisions can be found in O(n22n)
time by the following dynamic programming algorithm, which is similar to the well-known
algorithm of Held and Karp [19] developed for the TSP with triangle inequality. In this
algorithm, values T(S;i) are recursively computed, where T(S;i) is the minimum total setup
time for processing a set of products S; provided that product i 2 S is processed last. The
initialization is T(S;i) = s0;i for S = fig; i = 1;:::;n; and the recursion for S  f1;:::;ng;
jSj = 2;3;:::;n; is given by
T(S;i) = min
j2Snfig
fT(Snfig;j) + sj;ig:
For any set S, the minimum total setup time T (S) can be calculated as T (S) =
mini2SfT(S;i)g in O(jSj) time. All the relevant values T (S) can be computed in O(n22n)
time. Given S and T (S); the corresponding optimal permutation (S) can be found in
O(n) time by backtracking the dynamic programming algorithm described above.
9In the rest of this section, we assume that the optimal selection and sequencing decisions
have been made: products of some set N have been selected for manufacturing and their
optimal permutation has been found. To facilitate our presentation, let N = f1;:::;ng:
Similar to problem P-Time, let xi denote the size of the only lot of product i; i = 1;:::;n;
and let x = (x1;:::;xn): Problem P-Cost reduces to the following lot-sizing problem, which
we denote as P-Cost-Sizes.
Minimize D(x) :=
n X
i=1
ci maxf0;bi   (xi   fi(xi))g;
subject to E(x) :=
n X
i=1
tixi + T(x)  T0; xi 2 Z+; i = 1;:::;n:
Let x = (x
1;:::;x
n) be an optimal solution of this problem.
Observe that if n = 1 and the only function f1(x) is represented by an oracle, then
the question whether there exists a solution of problem P-Cost-Size such that D(x)  0 is
equivalent to the NP-hard problem P formulated in Theorem 1. Therefore, the following
statement holds.
Statement 2 Problem P-Cost-Sizes is NP-hard even if n = 1 and the only function f1(x)
is represented by an oracle.
For specic functions fi(x); i = 1;:::;n; problem P-Cost-Sizes might be polynomially
solvable. However, we shall now prove that it is NP-hard even in the \fraction defective"
case, where all the functions fi(x); i = 1;:::;n; are rounded linear functions. Recall that
the problem P-Time-Sizes is solvable in O(n) in this case. Then we shall present an ecient
(1+")-approximation algorithm for the \fraction defective" case of the problem P-Cost-Sizes.
Theorem 2 Problem P-Cost-Sizes is NP-hard even if fi(x) = bx
3c; bi = 2; i = 1;:::;n; and
T(x) = 0:
Proof. We shall use a reduction from the NP-complete problem Partition: Given pos-
itive integer numbers a1;:::;am and A; where
Pm
i=1 ai = 2A; is there a subset X  M :=
f1;:::;mg such that and
P
i2X ai = A?
Given any instance of Partition, we construct the following instance of the problem
P-Cost-Sizes. Set n = m; T(x) = 0; T0 = 3A; fi(x) = bx
3c; bi = 2; ci = ti = ai; i = 1;:::;n:
We show that Partition has a solution if and only if there exists a solution x to the
constructed instance of the problem P-Cost-Sizes such that D(x)  A: We call such a
solution a feasible solution.
10Part \only if". Assume that set X is a solution to Partition. Construct a vector
x = (x1;:::;xn) such that xi = 2 if i 2 X, xi = 1 if i 62 X: We have
D(x) =
m X
i=1
ai max
n
0;2  

xi  
jxi
3
ko
=
m X
i=1
ai maxf0;2   xig =
m X
i=1
ai(2   xi) = A;
and E(x) =
Pm
i=1 aixi = 3A = T0; i.e., a feasible solution to the constructed instance of the
problem P-Cost-Sizes exists.
Part \if". Let there exist a feasible solution for the constructed instance of the problem
P-Cost-Sizes. Given such a solution, introduce sets X1 = fi j xi = 1g and X2 = fi j xi  2g:
Since maxf0;2   (xi   b
xi
3 c)g = 0 if xi 2 f2;3;:::g; we must have D(x) =
P
i2X1 ai  A
and E(x) =
P
i2X1 ai + 2
P
i2X2 ai  3A: Taking into account X1 [ X2 = M; we deduce
that E(x) =
P
i2X1 ai + 2(2A  
P
i2X1 ai) = 4A  
P
i2X1 ai  3A; which together with
D(x) =
P
i2X1 ai  A implies
P
i2X1 ai = A; i.e., set X := X1 is a solution to problem
Partition.
We shall now present a Fully Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme (FPTAS) for the
\fraction defective" case of the problem P-Cost-Sizes, which we denote as P-Cost-Sizes-FD.
In this case, fi(x) = bixc; and T(x) =
Pn
i=1 itixi; where i and i are rational numbers
such that 0  i < 1 and 0  i < 1, i = 1;:::;n: Let L denote the largest denominator in
the irreducible fractions representing the numbers i and i, i = 1;:::;n: A family fA"g of
(1+")-approximation algorithms A" constitutes an FPTAS for the problem P-Cost-Sizes-FD
if the running time of each algorithm A" is bounded by a polynomial of n; logpmax; and 1=";
where pmax = maxfmax1infci;bi;tig;Lg is the maximum numerical parameter.
Problem P-Cost-Sizes-FD can be formulated as follows.
Minimize D(x) :=
n X
i=1
ci maxf0;bi   (xi   bixic)g;
subject to Q(x) :=
n X
i=1
(1 + i)tixi  T0; xi 2 Z+; i = 1;:::;n:
Let x = (x
1;:::;x
n) denote its optimal solution. For our FPTAS, we shall need lower
and upper bounds V and U such that 0 < V  D(x)  U: An upper bound can be
determined as U = D(x), where x is an arbitrary feasible solution, for example, U =
D(x(1)) =
Pn
i=1 ci(bi   1); where x(1) = (1;:::;1): We shall now show how a positive lower
bound can be found. Denote
hi = minfx j x 2 Z+;bi   x + bixc  0g =
( bi 1
1 i + 1; if
bi 1
1 i is integer,
d
bi 1
1 ie; if
bi 1
1 i is not integer,
i = 1;:::;n:
11If E(x(h))  T0, where x(h) = (h1;:::;hn); then x = x(h) because D(x(h)) = 0: If E(x(h)) >
T0, then for each feasible solution x = (x1;:::;xn); there exists an index i such that bi  x+
bixc  1; which implies
D(x
)  min
1infcig := V  1:
Now assume without loss of generality that lower and upper bounds are known such that
0 < V  D(x)  U: We have shown that such values V and U can be computed in O(n)
time. Determine a scaling parameter  = "V
n and formulate the following \rounded problem",
denoted as P-Rou.
Minimize w(x) :=
n X
i=1
jvi(xi)

k
;
subject to Q(x)  T0; and
xi 2 fri(0);ri(1);:::;ri(
jU

k
)g; i = 1;:::;n;
where
vi(xi) = ci maxf0;bi   (xi   bixic)g;
ri(l) = minfx j x 2 Z+;
jvi(x)

k
 lg; l = 0;1;:::;
jU

k
:
The inequality
j
vi(x)

k
 l is equivalent to bi   xi + bixic <
(l+1)
ci : Since the left hand side
of this inequality is integer, it is in turn equivalent to bi  xi +bixic <
l
(l+1)
ci
m
and further
to
l
(l+1)
ci
m
+ xi   bi > ixi; which can be written as
xi >
bi   d
(l+1)
ci e
1   i
:= h
(l)
i :
Thus,
ri(l) =
(
maxf1;h
(l)
i + 1gg; if h
(l)
i is integer,
maxf1;dh
(l)
i egg; if h
(l)
i is not integer,
l = 0;1;:::;
jU

k
; i = 1;:::;n:
Problem P-Rou can be formulated in O(n
j
U

k
) = O(n2 U
V ) time. Let x0 denote an optimal
solution of this problem. Similar to Kovalyov [20], it can be easily proved that any exact
algorithm for the problem P-Rou is an (1 + ")-approximation algorithm for the problem
P-Cost-Sizes-FD. Let Qj(f) denote the minimum value of the function
Pn
i=1(1 + i)tixi on
the set of vectors x = (x1;:::;xj) such that
Pj
i=1
j
vi(xi)

k
= f: Problem P-Rou can be solved
by the following dynamic programming algorithm.
Algorithm A" (FPTAS for problem P-Cost-Sizes-FD)
Step 1 (Initialization) Set Qj(f) = 0 if f = 0; j = 0; and Qj(f) = 1, otherwise. Set j = 1.
12Step 2 (Recursion) For f = 0;1;:::;
j
U

k
, compute the following:
Qj(f) = min
n
Qj 1

f  
jvj(xj)

k
+ (1 + j)tjxj j xj 2 frj(0);:::;rj(f)g
o
:
If j < n, then set j = j + 1 and repeat Step 2; otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 3 (Optimal solution) Compute the optimal solution value
w(x
0) = min
n
f j Qn(f)  T0; f = 0;1;:::;
jU

ko
and nd the corresponding optimal solution x0 by backtracking.
The running time of algorithm A" is O

n3
"2

U
V
2
. By applying the Bound Improvement
Procedure in Tanaev, Kovalyov and Shafransky [28] (see English translation in Chubanov,
Kovalyov and Pesch [8]), value D0 can be found in O(n3 loglog U
V

time such that 0 < D0 
D(x)  3D0: Then we can set V = D0 and U = 3D0: The family of algorithms fA"g with
the Bound Improvement Procedure incorporated in it constitutes an FPTAS for the problem
P-Cost-Sizes-FD, and the following statement holds.
Statement 3 There exists an FPTAS for the problem P-Cost-Sizes-FD with the running
time O

n3
"2 + n3 loglog(
Pn
i=1 cibi)

of each algorithm.
4 Conclusions
Deterministic problems P-Time and P-Cost of optimal sequencing and lot-sizing of several
products on a single imperfect machine have been studied. We have shown that optimal
sequencing and lot-sizing decisions can be made separately for these problems. Furthermore,
the problem of optimal sequencing was shown to be equivalent to the well known Traveling
Salesman Problem. The problems of optimal lot-sizing, P-Time-Sizes and P-Cost-Sizes, were
proved NP-hard even if there is a single product and a function representing the number of
defective items is given by an oracle. The problem P-Cost-Sizes was also proved NP-hard
in the \fraction defective" case. An O(n) time algorithm was developed for the \fraction
defective" case of the problem P-Time-Sizes, and an FPTAS with running time O

n3
"2 +
n3 loglog(
Pn
i=1 cibi)

was developed for the \fraction defective" case of the problem P-Cost-
Sizes.
Further research can be undertaken to conduct computer experiments on classes of real-
life and randomly generated instances in order to verify the applicability of the suggested
approaches.
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